Complex Prepositions 4
Write the most suitable preposition (a, b or c) in the blank:

1. Nobody objected _____________ you, so we did it.
   a) apart from  b) opposite to  c) as well as

2. Sorry, no whisky. But we have every drink _____________ whisky.
   a) up against  b) other than  c) as per

3. Take your hands _____________ your pockets and help me!
   a) ahead of  b) out of  c) due to

4. _____________ Shirley, we arrived on time.
   a) Out of  b) Thanks to  c) On board

5. The cancellation was _____________ the rain. No other reason.
   a) close to  b) on to  c) due to

6. The cat is sitting _____________ the television.
   a) on top of  b) on to  c) as well as

7. The cat jumped _____________ the chair.
   a) in case of  b) other than  c) on to

8. The cat ran _____________ the dog and escaped.
   a) away from  b) thanks to  c) with regard to

9. The school’s _____________ the bank. Between the hotel and bank.
   a) in front of  b) next to  c) on account of

10. The woman _____________ me was wearing a big hat.
    a) further to  b) as to  c) in front of